
aders’ ForumI
Comfort in Church
I agree that the Church should teach
us correct principles and then allow us
to govern ourselves. I have always
prided myself on being a free agent,
able to come to my own conclusions.

However, I have neither the self-
confidence or "ego" to stand f:irm on a
decision when I am being assailed
constantly on TV by opponents to my
thinking who are more educated than
I, far superior in their manner of
expression, extremely persuasive in
presenting their viewpoints, and
almost hypnotic in their ability to
sway opinions.

No matter how certain I am in a
conviction, I find myself wondering,
"Am I really old-fashioned? Am I
becoming narrow-minded in my old
age? Am I really just a puppet,.
following blindly the instructions of
Church leadership?"
I agree that the Church leaders would
lose their impact if they daily gave
opinions on every aspect of daily
living, economically and politically, but
when an issue so vital to our society as
ERA or abortion comes up, then I
feel we need the strength of their
statements to lend support as we are
being bombarded on all sides by
highly-paid, highly-sophisticated
arguments in opposition to life-long
standards.
There are areas where I do not agree
100 percent with statements of
Church leaders, but I feel no sense of
guilt nor do I feel compelled to
strangle my own thoughts. I consider
myself a free agent, in every sense of
the word, but I look to Church leaders
as I would to strong parents, to give
me a feeling of security, of strength
and of stability. I may not always take
the advice of Church leaders, but it is
very comforting to belong to the
"family" where the strength is there.

Marie L. Sorensen
Reno, Nevada

Abortion and Church Doctrine
Instead of using Mormon doctrine to
buttress one’s political position on
abortion, as do Richard Sherlock and
Marvin Rytting (Sunstone 6:4), it would

perhaps be more helpful to attempt to
understand Church guidelines in light
of Church doctrine. One of the salient
characteristics of God is his ability to
create: His progression continues
through the increasing numbers of
His creations. He has given the divine
trait in part to man, and that this is a
privilege and a blessing is emphasized
by His giving His most faithful
servants the promise of countless
posterity. Hence, creation, from
sexual intercourse, through birth,
through mortal life, is sacred. The
sacred character of the process of
creation is emphasized by the strict
controls surrounding it and by the
seriousness with which adultery and
other violations of sexual
commandments are viewed.

Within this context abortion may be
seen as a grave interference with the
sacred process of creation. This view
is more consonant with Church
guidelines, which allow for
therapeutic abortions, than is Richard
Sherlock’s contention that: "The only
way in which the Church’s position
on abortion makes any sense is on the
assumption that the fetus is a human
being." The logic of his position is
that no abortion should ever be
performed; yet, that the Church does
allow therapeutic abortions indicates
that abortions, at least in the early
stages of development, do not destroy
mortal souls (spirits united with
bodies), but rather they are serious
violations of the creative process and!
may therefore be performed only in
limited and controlled circumstances.

This perspective leads easily to
agreement with Rytting that the
unborn should be given increasing
rights over time. He is, however,
mistaken in his assertion that this is
what current policy does under Roe v.
Wade. Though that decision does give
the states power to increasingly
regulate abortions in the latter stages
of pregnancy, it gives the unborn no
rights. It is a mockery of the word to
describe current policy in Indiana as
the "’right" of the unborn, during the
third to sixth months of their
development, to be aborted in a
hospital rather than in a clinic. Indeed,

Wade reversed previous precedents
giving the unborn the right to receive
compensation for injury and to be
represented in court as a iperson (to
have standing) for damages, even if
stillborn. Since Wade, the Court has
refused to rule on cases dealing with
whether the unborn can have
standing, even though ships and
corporations do have standing in
court. Because standing in court is not
limited to human life, the arguments
dividing people over abortion are not
at issue here; yet, the Court has
stripped the unborn of this right
because of its refusal to balance the
interests of the mother and the
unborn.
Rytting would have us leave all the
balancing of these interests to the
mother alone. (In part, his argument
is based on the doctrine of free
agency, a concept which does not
mean, as he sometimes implies, the
right to choose for oneself: what is
right or wrong but rather that a
person, knowing right from wrong,
has the God-given ability to choose
between them.) His optimism about
the morality of his fellow humans is
admirable, but one of the
assumptions underlying law has new.~r
been that .all humans are essentially
moral--rather the opposite. Those
who have a self-interest in a decision.
are not given sole power to balance
their rights against those of another.
Yet this is what current abortion
policy does: it gives the woman alone
power to exert her interests against
those of the unborn. Thus current
policy is as likely to prove the maxim
that "Abso.lute power corrupts
absolutely" as it is to lead ~:o moral
tension following Rytting’s ideal.

Neither extreme political position--
prohibiting all abortions or abortion
on demand--can be justified by
Church guidelines or Church doctrine.
Perhaps a middle ground can be found
whereby the unborn are given rights
and whereby those rights may be
protected by someone other than a
self-interested person.

Kathryn M. Daynes
Greencastle, Indiana

The Morally Decisive Issue
The selection of essays on abortion
was useful for a Mormon audience,
and honest debate is always helpful.
However, ~ince my own essay was
drafted in a different setting honesty
compels me to respond to the critics
of my position, especially Prof.
Rytting. By training and temperment
am a philosopher concerned with
coherent thinking regarding moral
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and political issues. As such I believe
that Rytting’s article both obfuscates
the central moral issues at stake and
displays serious lapses in coherency as
well.

First his statement of the "moral"
issues is patently false. The true
moral issue, is the status of the fetus.
We do not play off the rights of
women against the right to life of the
child in any other similar case (e.g.
child abuse) nor did we play off the
rights of slaveholders against the
right of blacks to citizenship. If the
fetus is a human being I see no reason
(and Rytting provides none) for not
adopting a similar position regarding
abortion.
Unfortunately, on the question of the
fetus itself Rytting’s essay hovers
between the confused and the morally
preposterous. The developmental
model to which he seems attached
simply will not do as public policy.
Either the fetus is to be protected at
law or it isn’t. Law has no in between
categories. Rytting never once tells us
explicitly where he thinks this point
of protection should be. He does cite
favorably the Supreme Court’s
decision where viability is held to be
the crucial point. Yet he seems to
ignore the fact that prior to viability
the fetus has no legal rights at all, a

position which is not developmental in
any sense.
Viability, however, is a point with no
sustainable arguments in its favor (I
challenge any reader to produce one).
Viability is essentially the point where
the utter biological dependence of the
fetus on the biological mother need
not obtain. Does this mean that it was
permissable to kill the fetus when she
was utterly dependent? That is what
the use of viability as the point of
protection means. This argument
collapses when confronted with
analogies. Consider elderly persons
utterly dependent on a specific
caretaker when no one else will
assume care, or siamese twins. Would
Rytting conclude that the caretaker or
the twin has the right to bring about
the death of the other person in
behalf of his freedom? The result
speaks for itself.

With the easy rhetoric of self
confessed ignorance it is writers like
Rytting and Seegers who ignore the
morally decisive issue. We simply do
not permit free agency regarding the
killing of another human being and by
analogy when a decision had to be
made about blacks the issue was not
left up to individuals to decide if
blacks were human beings. I regard
the ignoring of these elementary facts

about free agency by Rytting and
Seegers to be nearly inexcusable.
Thought out consistently the "pro
choice" position is really pro abortion.
I believe that the most telling
objection to those like Seegers and
Rytting is to ask where they would
have been in the slavery crisis of the
1850s. Every one of their arguments
for dialogue would apply directly to
the slavery case and were in fact made
by leading politicians of the day.
"Responsible" spokesmen accused the
abolitionists of practicing one issue
politics, of harming the common good,
refusing to listen to opponents, etc. I
put the question then to my
opponentsmwhen large numbers of
Americans believed in the religiously
justified slavery of blacks whom they
regarded as animals where would you
have been, confessing ignorance on
the central question and pleading for
dialogue and freedom of choice?

Richard Sherlock
Memphis, Tennessee

Reincarnation not Pre-existence
I much appreciated Alan Keele’s article
on the pre-existence in Mormon and
non-Mormon art forms. It delivered a
well-deserved indictment of the
triviality of much Mormon
sentimental operetta and the level of

A New Book by Leonard J. Arrington and Davis Bitton
Leonard Arrington and Davis Bitton trace the development
of the human side of Mormon history in seventeen
biographical sketches from before the organization of the
Church to modern times. These are Saints presented not as
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of us, struggle to be worthy of the title Latter-day Saint."
¯ two apostles
¯ a personal fdend of Joseph Smith
¯ missionaries and converts
¯ a plural wife, an Indian woman, a widowed immigrant
¯ pioneers and philosophers, bishops and blacksmiths
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sensitivity of its audience. I was both
surprised and pleased to find such an
article extolling the beauties of
Strauss’ delightful opera, Die Frau ohne
Schatten. Brother Keele’s treatment
left, however, a decided misconception
room to grow in the minds of his
Mormon audience. We have c, ften
been accused of twisting Wordsworth
to fit our ideas about the pre-
existence, but he needs considerably
less misinterpretation to fit Mormon
doctrine than Hofmannsthal’s text for
the opera. At the end of the first act
the watchmen very clearly state: "Ihr
Gatten, die ihrt liebend euch
Armen liegt, ihr seid die Brucke,
iJberm Abgrund ausgespannt, auf der
die Toten wiederum ins Leben gehn!"
You spouses who lie lovingly in one
another’s arms, you are the b:ridge
stretched out over the chasm on
which the dead come back into life
again (my translation). Hofmannsthal
has reincarnation in mind, no~:
anything like the Mormon belief!

I sincerely hope that many of your
readers will learn to know and love
the opera for its own merits, "which
are many, but I hope we will be
spared a spate of uses of
Hofmannsthal as support of Mormon
doctrine. It would only reinforce the
common stereotype of Mormons as
generally cultural ignoramuses.

Kathleen R. Snow
Seattle, Washington

Art as Blasphemy
In the last 5unstone Professor Alan
Keele set out to wrest King Follett
theology from the honeyed jaws of
those Mormon musicals while also~
and this not incidentally~reclaiming
"high" art for the council of the elect.
In so doing he joins an old movement
latterly very restless to establi~sh art in
higher ideological repute among the
Mormons. That Mr. Keele fai]is is
"forgivable, since it is the fate of (all
such) endeavors anyway." Marxist
critics have, with growing
sophistication, been failing at this
same sort of task for nearly sixty
years. It is, however, less forgivable
that the article manages so little
resistance to an overzealous
stewardship of noble intention.

Unhappily, we are left to ponder why
the tale of a zoologically ambiguous
princess, daughter of a pagan god,
whose mortal husband throws knives
at obedient birds and then turns to
stone over a missing shadow, belongs
to a "higher" and "finer" range of the
aesthetic spectrum than, say, the life
and trials of a merely eccentric

Unil;ed ~/a~l
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western American family? How is it.,
moreover, that five little fishies
singing in a pan preserve "the
unspeakable mysterium, esoteric and
sacred," of premortal existence in a
way that a "dixieland[charleston"
cannot?
The truth is that Mr. Keele is
comparing apples and kumquats, both
of which have their following, though
of substantially and, I suspect,
inalterably differing magnitudes; and
each of which deserves to be
measured on its own ground, against
its own kind.
If the Mormon musicals fail, they fail
as entertainment, not as art, and
certainly not as theology in violation
of the dress code. The trite and
saccharin may be in bad taste, but if
they are also blasphemous, then
legions of sacrament meeting
speakers, missionaries, lesson manual
writers, and certainly the creators of:
those national-magazine inserts have
serious reason to tremble. One might
even infer (and some will) that it is
principally by blasphemy that the
Church grows and the gospel is
spread.
On the other hand it should give
pause that Newsweek magazine’s opera
critic, who this past week
enthusiastically reviewed the
Metropolitan Opera’s new production
of The Woman Without a Shadow, was
less than taken with the
Hofmannsthal libretto which so
inspires Mr. Keele. "The symbolic
meanings," complains the reviewer,
"are at best murkey (sic)... and at worst
offensive." The author’s characters are
"so many lifeless props." And
concerning the "final mystical chorus"
which Mr. Keele quotes as exemplary:
"With its tinselly chords and saccharin
chorus offstage the opera’s ending is
meant to be an apotheosis of
humanity. Instead it is the apotheosis
of bad taste--Hollywood idea of
loftiness."
No single judgement~on whatever
side--is conclusive, but the

contradiction here suggests something
we should all recognize, no matter
how painful or impolitic: the finest,
yes and most expensive, of materials
are easily and, in fact, often invested
in bad art. There is a truth that
Goethe in his famous essay did not
elaborate, but should have, namely,
that some "sacred" architecture is
frozen Muzak.
Fortunately, not even BYU professors
can reduce the very complex
form/content relationship in art (or
entertainment) to a matter of
decorum. The plots of some of the
world’s greatest dramatic operas a:ce
so silly it requires professional
training to recount them with a
straight face. The dramatic
"masterworks" of Bertolt Brecht (to
invoke the consensus within Mr.
Keele’s own field of study) often pit
form against content with the
subtlety of colliding metal garbage
cans. And what of religious
proprieties? In Faust Goethe charts his
own way of the cross through black
magic, seduction, murder, avarice,
tyranny, pride, and pagan idolatry to
name but a few stations. Dostoevsky
generously grants redemption to an
axe-murderer (compare D&C 42:18)
and does so through the intercession
of a golden-hearted prostitute.
Michelangelo painted God on the
ceiling of a sanctuary as a nude. And
only recently, Albrecht Durer’s artistic
notion of Eden provoked the angry
cancellation of BYU Today
subscriptions. In fact, if after reading
Mr. Keele’s article there did not
flicker in some rebellious heart the
determined aspiration to create a holy
and inspiring temple entirely of old
Utah barn board, then art is truly
dead--at least among Mormon
architects. And if so, perhaps it is just
as well.
Whatever is it that leads us to think
our Father’s church might reasonably’
become a mother to the arts?
Certainly not history. Nor the
observable behavior of either churches
or of artists. To the restored church
given the overwhelming task of
becoming an unapologetically
institutional Kingdom of God on
earth. Artists, though not always by
their convictions, are by their natures
and their very best instincts the
natural enemies of institutions. This
true in part because they do not learn,
or will not accept, that when lacking
something positive to "express," it is
sometimes best to "express" nothi~g
at all. More importantly it is true
because artists, even those who do
not deny God, nor distort his works,
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all openly and brazenly compete with
Him.
If we must root out blasphemy at all,
then let us at least refrain from
committing straw-persons to the fire.
In traditional theological definition,
"blasphemy"’ is the crime of assuming
to oneself the rights or qualities of
God. Every serious artistic attempt to
"get things right, to name them by
their right names" supplants revealed
orthodoxies and usurps prevailing
authority. A strong work of art
recreates the world, not in God’s, but
in the author’s image. One need only
read Hofmannsthal’s ad me ipsura to
discover that, if in places it touches
upon the King Follett Discourse, it
does so only in passing on to a
marvelous, yet thoroughly
idiosyncratic plan of salvation of the
author’s own private invention.
Blasphemy is not trivial. It demands
talent.
It is not given to the Church to
embrace the alternative visions,
kingdoms, or powers of this world.
(Our own admonition is only to study
them.) And no matter what her state
of perfection, the Church cannot be
expected to sow or to cultivate the
thorns in her own side. These will
accrue naturally, and it is enough that
she tolerates and survives them,
possibly growing stronger or wiser in
the process. Let us be satisfied that
God seems sometimes independently
to grant aid and comfort to one or
another of his competitors. Perhaps
He, at least, finds them not so much
rebellious as premature.

Neal C. Chandler
Cleveland, Ohio

Natural Miscarriages Suspect?
If a "Right to Life" Constitutional
amendment were passed,
guaranteeing to the newly-conceived
fetus full panoply of legal and human
rights, it is theoretically possible that
all natural miscarriages (abortions)
will have to be investigated by
criminal grand juries to determine
grounds to bring murder charges
against the aggrieved erstwhile
mother. Let her explain, if she can,
why she in any way contributed to
the cause of the natural miscarriage of
the fetus, i. e., "took a human life."

Gerry Ensley
Los Almitos, California

As Far as T:ranslated Correctly
I am constantly amazed at the casual
manner in which scholars like
Williams and Firmage draw support
from the Gospel portion of the Bible.
Given that "We believe the Bible to be
the word of God, as far as it is

translated correctly," and the lack of
any Gospel source text attributed to
the first century, one ought to
exercise more caution when
evaluating the Gospels for the sake of
contemporary issues. The incident
involving the tribute to Caesar and
the general reputation of the
Pharisees underscore my concern.

In the first case, dealing with the
tribute coin, a silver dinar, Jesus drew
attention to the image and inscription.
The quotation used by Williams,
"Render therefore unto
Caesar the things which are Caesar’s,
and unto God the things that are
God’s," provided a dramatic
counterpoint to the title on the coin
which read, "Tiberias Caesar Devei
(Divine)." The answer issued by Jesus
has been interpreted many ways, but
at the time it exposed the true loyalty
of the quisling coinholder, and
challenged the Herodians ~nd
Sadducees, who had assimilated the
various forms of Roman idolatry, to
serve God. The ruling aristocracy
reacted by indicting Jesus before Pilate
with the charge: "We found this
fellow perverting the nation, and
forbidding to give tribute to Caesar,
saying that he himself is Christ (the
Messiah) a King" (Luke 23:2).

Where the Gospel records are
relatively pacific, the historian
Josephus describes how that same
time period exploded with turmoil
based upon these conflicting goals.
One might be inclined to picture a
transcendental Christ in this setting,
but one can also realize how much
Jesus must have clashed with those
who chose to patronize a pagan Rome
rather than serve God in the land of
Israel.

Now, contrast the Roman
collaborators with the notorious
Pharisees. The word Pharisee
(Perushim) literally means
"separatists." They came to be called
Pharisees, because they opposed the
usurption of the priestly lineage by
the monarchial Hasmonean dynasty.
Some scholars feel Christian antipathy
towards the Pharisees developed near
the end of the first century, and these
attitudes were then planted into the
Gospel record. However the case may
be, the term "pharasaical spirituality,"
as applied by Firmage, appears to be
loaded with post-apostolic Christian
feelings.

All Pharisees were not alike. The
respected and humble sage, Hillel,
who lived just before Jesus, best
illustrated the pharasaic tradition with
acts of patience and charity. The
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Apostle Paul also called himself a
Pharisee and certainly used his
pharasaic training to magnify his
apostleship.o

Even if an author decides to latch
onto the legalistic or ritualistic side of
the Pharisees, I fail to understand
how Firmage stretches his opposition
of religious isolationism to include his
polemics against the Pharisees. I
suggest that the Essenes, the people

who lived in monastic Dead Sea
communities better represent his
emasculated church.
Everyone should feel free to pay
tribute to Rome or knock the
Pharisees, but I’m not certain of how
this sanctifies the Gospels or helps us
appreciate the dilemma of Church
involvement in politics.

Raymond Soller
Huntsville, Alabama

Fold
Conversion Story
William J. Murray III, son of well-
known atheist leader Madalyn Murray
O’Hair, has signed a contract with a
publisher for a book about his life and
his conversion to Christianity.
Although he had been indoctrinated
since childhood against capitalism,
democracy, and religion, Murray’
converted to Christianity at the age of
33. He then renounced both his
connections with his mother’s
ideology and his part as the plaintiff
in the 1963 Supreme Court case that
resulted in the banning of prayer in
the public schools.

In the proposed publication, Murray
will reveal his mother’s alleged long-
term association with socialism and
communism, the details of her
attempt to defect to the Soviet Union
with her two sons, and his own
involvement in drugs, smuggling, and
leftwing causes.

Counseling for the Clergy
A study conducted by the Rev. James
Haman, a Roman Catholic priest, has

uncovered some unique difficulties
which may prevent members of the
clergy from seeking needed help in
their personal lives. Because they
spend considerable time counseling
others, clergy often find it difficult to
seek assistance with their own
problems. Over half were not seeking
outside help, primarily because of two
factors: guilt and the worry that they
might lose credibility with their
congregations.

Harnan also discovered that the
lifestyle of clergy may predispose
them to psychological problems. They
are faced with a high degree of stress
in a job that gives them no concrete
way to evaluate their effectiveness.
Striving for goals that are so all
encompassing that there is no
possibility for complete success, they
often have difficulty justifying time
off and also an inability to say no to
the endless requests from individuals
for whom they feel responsible.
Loneliness, not only among the
Catholic clergy who are forbidden to
marry, but also among others who
feel isolated by their religious
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position, is another common problem.
Consequently, depression or "burn-
out"--defined by Rev. Fred McGehee,
a Southern Baptist guidance
consultant, as "a state of fatigue and
frustration brought about when
devotion to a cause, way of life, or
relationship fails to produce the
expected "reward"--is so common
among religious individuals that it was
once called "clergyman’s disease."

Underground Religion
Catholic women, disillusioned by their
church’s continuing policy against
ordaining women to the priesthood
and "sexist attitudes and liturgy in the
church," have been participating in
underground "alternative liturgy"
services. Usually held in private
homes and presided over by nuns, tk~e
services typically consist of scripture
reading, prayer, discussions, and the
blessing and distribution of bread and
wine.
The unauthorized services, which
have been compared to secret worship
services held in the catacombs of
Rome by early Christians, attract
women who feel a desire to be
ordained as priests or to see other
women ordained. The groups include
some who continue to attend
traditional Masses as well as others
who do not. While emphasizing that
alternative services do not constitute a
Mass because of the absence of an
ordained priest, one nun was quoted
in the Los Angeles Times as saying, "The
question is, if no ordained priest is
available and people want to worship,
would God say no?"

Ireland’s Religious Conflict
Leaders of both Catholic and
Protestant churches in Ireland have
sent a delegation to America in order
to correct what they claim to be a
mistaken impression that the conflict
in Northern Ireland is essentially
religious and that the churches
themselves are bitterly embroiled in
the issues. Emphasizing both churches
desire to see an end to the conflict,
delegation members assert that
Catholic and Protestant clergy are
urging an end to the violence and
asking their congregations to pray for
peace. The basis of the confict, they
stress, is political and social with deep
historical roots. Over the years, it has
come to be defined as a religious
rather than a political difference,, and
there is some feeling that the
churches have been used by those
behind the fighting factions to keep
the conflict alive.
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